Quick Answers

1. the correct technique for handwashing.
2. alcohol hand-rub can be used as an alternative.
3. before and after all patient contact.
4. healthcare workers.
5. reduce cross-contamination of patients and staff.
6. an infection.
7. important and anticipated.
8. to see if it would be worthwhile meeting with Finn.
9. are aware that they must speak quietly to each other.
10. unsure
11. He is in a position of authority.
12. she was being questioned closely by Mr Lensky.
13. He wants her to reassure him.
14. Michael Nelson Tjakamarra
15. to explain the meaning of the painted symbols
16. secret-sacred places
17. Tjuntyi, waterhole, Mt Wedge
18. celebration and transformation.
19. They are closely linked.
20. He surveyed the garden from the driveway, then walked towards the House.
21. assumes the diving board indicates a swimming pool.
22. isolated and insignificant at the House.
23. bleak.
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24. inside the fountain
25. change and decay.
26. the ability to change comes from within.
27. see negatives as a genuine source of strength.
28. appeals to a collective sense of power.
29. optimism and acceptance
30. Believe in yourself; the greatest triumph comes from overcoming adversity.
31. The Mousetrap has been running continuously since 1952.
32. they are a quote from Poirot.
33. Death on the Nile
34. She was writing a different kind of novel.
35. no other mystery writer has devised such clever storylines.
36. the imaginative way in which her novels are crafted
37. parents.
38. teenagers are bone-lazy OR teenagers are anti-social.
39. their melatonin is released at a later time of day.
40. drops from birth until puberty, when it starts rising again.
41. the switch to the shorter and earlier adult sleep hours.
42. an environmentalist.
43. what he is struggling against.
44. take a photo of them.
45. surprised by the tourists.